Across human cultures and mammalian species, sex differences can be found in the expression of aggression and parental nurturing behaviors: males are typically more aggressive and less parental than females. These sex differences are primarily attributed to steroid hormone differences during development and/or adulthood, especially the higher levels of androgens experienced by males, which are caused ultimately by the presence of the testis-determining gene Sry on the Y chromosome. The potential for sex differences arising from the different complements of sex-linked genes in male and female cells has received little research attention. To directly test the hypothesis that social behaviors are influenced by differences in sex chromosome complement other than Sry, we used a transgenic mouse model in which gonadal sex and sex chromosome complement are uncoupled. We find that latency to exhibit aggression and one form of parental behavior, pup retrieval, can be influenced by both gonadal sex and sex chromosome complement. For both behaviors, females but not males with XX sex chromosomes differ from XY. We also measured vasopressin immunoreactivity in the lateral septum, which was higher in gonadal males than females, but also differed according to sex chromosome complement. These results imply that a gene(s) on the sex chromosomes (other than Sry) affects sex differences in brain and behavior. Identifying the specific X and/or Y genes involved will increase our understanding of normal and abnormal aggression and parental behavior, including behavioral abnormalities associated with mental illness.
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**Introduction**

Many sex differences in vertebrate behavior are established during development by the actions of gonadal steroid hormones (Arnold and Gorski, 1984). However, some sexual dimorphisms are not completely explained by these mechanisms (Carruth et al., 2002; De Vries et al., 2002; Arnold et al., 2003, 2004). Studies of a gynandromorphic zebra finch showed a potential interaction between sex chromosome genes and hormones in the development of the sexually dimorphic song nuclei (Agate et al., 2003). Sex differences in cultured mouse mesencephalic neurons expressing tyrosine hydroxylase, are explained by the complement of sex chromosomes in cells rather than effects of gonadal hormones (Pilgrim et al., 1999; Carruth et al., 2002). Several sex chromosome genes, including the testes determining gene Sry, are expressed in the brain and, thus, may have direct sex-specific effects (Lahr et al., 1995; Mayer et al., 2000; Xu et al., 2002; Vawter et al., 2004). Sex differences in expression of some sex-linked genes in embryonic brains occur before gonadal differentiation (Dewing et al., 2003), or in adults as a result of differences in gene dosage rather than effects of sex hormones (Xu et al., 2002).

Studies using inbred and wild mice that vary in intensity of male–male aggression have suggested that aggressive behavior may be modified by genes on the Y chromosome (Selmanoff et al., 1975; Shrenker and Maxson, 1982; Roubertoux and Carlier, 1988; Carlier et al., 1990; Roubertoux et al., 1994; Van Oortmerssen and Sluyter, 1994; Maxson, 1996; Sluyter et al., 1996). The Y chromosomal testis-determining gene (Sry) and the gene encoding the enzyme steroid sulfatase (Sts), which is located within the pseudoautosomal region of the X and Y chromosomes, have been suggested as the origin(s) of these strain differences, but neither gene has been manipulated directly to test its contribution to these behavioral differences.

In the present study we used a mouse model in which testis determination and chromosomal sex are disassociated. Sry was deleted from the Y chromosome (producing the Y− chromosome) and replaced by a transgenic copy of Sry on an autosome (Lovell-Badge and Robertson, 1990; De Vries et al., 2002). This mouse model (hereafter referred to as the core cross) allowed us to compare four groups of mice in a two by two design. Mice...
differed along two dimensions: Sry was present or absent (these groups were therefore gonadal males or females), and they differed in the complement of non-Sry sex chromosome genes (XX vs XY ). This design permits testing the independent contributions of Sry, which are mediated largely by differences in gonadal secretions, versus non-Sry sex chromosome genes, which have been largely untested in previous studies. The cross does not allow for discrimination between any other specific sex chromosome genes, thus, effects of sex chromosome complement may be caused by either Y or X chromosome-specific genes. In addition, we tested adults under the same hormonal conditions to eliminate the potential contributions of acute differences in hormone levels on behavior at the time of testing. We found that the complement of sex chromosome genes other than Sry influenced aggression and parental behaviors, although their effects were detected only in gonadal females.

Materials and Methods

Animals. Mice were produced at the University of Virginia School of Medicine Animal Facility in Jordan Hall. The transgenic core cross has been described previously (De Vries et al., 2002). Briefly, the cross uses males carrying a 129/SvEv-Gpi1c Y chromosome (Simpson et al., 1997) with an 11 kb deletion removing the testis-determining gene Sry (Gubbay et al., 1992). The Sry deletion is complemented by the insertion of a fully penetrant Sry transgene [derived from the transgenic line C57BL/6Ei-Y (C57BL/6Ei-TgN[Sry-129]/Ei] located on an autosome (Mahadevaih et al., 1993, 1998). These “XY Sry” mice possess testes and are fully fertile. The Y chromosome and the Sry transgene segregate independently, thus, four types of offspring are produced by mating XY Sry males to XX females: XX females, XY Sry males, and XX Sry males. Male and female are defined here according to the gonadal phenotype, males possess testes and females ovaries. Mice were genotyped at weaning by PCR for the YMT2/B-related Sry subfamily family present on the Y long arm, which detects the Y chromosome (Turner et al., 2000). For the present study, the Y chromosome and Sry transgene were crossed onto the C57BL/6J background by breeding XY Sry males from each generation with normal C57BL/6J XX females (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME). When tested, all offspring were at least in the sixth generation of these backcrosses.

Mice were housed individually from weaning on a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights off at 1:00 P.M., eastern daylight time) and received food (#7912; Bar Harbor, ME). When tested, all offspring were at least in the sixth generation with normal C57BL/6J XX females (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME). When tested, all offspring were at least in the sixth generation of these backcrosses.

Vasopressin immunocytochemistry. Brain tissue (n = 7 from each group) was harvested in a coronal plane at 30 μm in a cryostat. Sections were collected into a series of three and stored at −20°C in antifreeze until processing. Tissues were processed for vasopressin (AVP) immunoreactivity using a rabbit anti-AVP serum (1:5000; ICN Laboratories, Costa Mesa, CA) and a protocol that has been described previously (Scordalakes and Rissman, 2004). Tissues were incubated in primary antibody for 48 h at 4°C, after which they were incubated for several hours in biotinylated goat anti-rabbit serum (1:500; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) followed by the avidin-biotin complex ABC detection processing. Tissues were processed for vasopressin (AVP) immunoreactivity using a rabbit anti-AVP serum (1:5000; ICN Laboratories, Costa Mesa, CA) and a protocol that has been described previously (Scordalakes and Rissman, 2004). Tissues were incubated in primary antibody for 48 h at 4°C, after which they were incubated for several hours in biotinylated goat anti-rabbit serum (1:500; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) followed by the avidin-biotin complex ABC detection system (1:1000; Vector Elite kit; Vector Laboratories). Immunoreactivity (IR) was visualized using nickel-intensified DAB as the chromogen.

The density of AVP-IR fibers and cells was quantified in a defined region within the lateral septum (LS). The portion of the LS that was quantified included the area bordering the ventricular wall [Franklin and Paxinos (1997), their Fig. 29]. This area was selected because another study using the core cross on an MF1 genetic background (De Vries et al., 2002) found a sex chromosome complement effect on the density of AVP-IR in LS. Fiber density was analyzed by computerized gray-level thresholding using MetaMorph image analysis system (Molecular Devices, West Chester, PA) (Scordalakes and Rissman, 2004). The light intensity and camera settings were kept constant across the sections to standardize measurements. Immunoreactivity was expressed as the amount of AVP-IR staining (μm2). Both the left and right sides of the LS were examined and the section in each brain with the highest density of AVP-IR was used.
AVP-IR was used for the statistical analysis (De Vries et al., 2002). Experimenters were blind to genotypes at the time of data acquisition.

Parental behavior tests. Mice were housed individually and tested for parental behavior between 8:00 A.M. and 12:00 P.M. under regular room light. To start the test, three mouse pups (C57BL/6J), aged prenatal day (PN) 1, 2, or 3 (PN = the day of birth), were placed in the home cage on the side furthest from the test subject. Torn tissue paper was added to the cage for nest building immediately before pups were placed in the cage. Pups remained with the test animals for 15 min or until a pup was attacked. If a pup was attacked and/or bitten, all pups were removed and infanticidal behavior was recorded (Gandelman and Yom Saal, 1975). During the 15 min test, the following parental behaviors were recorded: (1) quality of nest as assessed on a scale of 0–3 (0 = no nest, 1 = covering the pups, 2 = some nest characteristics, and 3 = full nest, with bowl shaped sides and top), (2) latency to retrieve pups, (3) number of pups retrieved, (4) latency to visit pups, and (5) total time spent crouching over pups (for definitions, see Meek et al. (2001)). Each subject was tested twice, once while gonad-intact and again 14 d after gonadectomy. The presence or absence of gonads has previously been shown to make little difference in the expression of parental behavior in mice (Svare et al., 1977; Snavre and Mann, 1981). The original groups consisted of the following genotypes: XX (n = 10), XY− (n = 12), XX Sry (n = 11), XY− Sry (n = 11). Four of the mice (1 XY−, 2 XX Sry, and 1 XY− Sry) that were tested in the first trial died during or after gonadectomy and, thus, were not retested in trial 2. A composite parental behavior score was devised by adding points (pts) for each behavior observed; pup retrieval = 1 pt, each pup retrieved = 1 additional pt, display of crouch = 1 pt, and for nest construction, each grade was equal to one point (1–3 pts). Thus, the highest score (indicative of the best parental behavior) would be an 8; no parental behavior would be a 0 score. As was the case for the social behavior tests, JDG scored all behaviors directly.

Hormone assay. To determine whether sex chromosome complement affects plasma levels of testosterone in gonad-intact adults from the core cross, assays for testosterone were conducted using radioimmunoassay kits from Diagnostic Products Corporation (Los Angeles, CA). Assays were performed by the University of Virginia Core Ligand and Assay Laboratory. Samples were run in duplicate, the assay ranged from 0.5 to 6.5 ng/ml, the average interassay variability was 3.2% and the average intra-assay coefficient of variation was 9.2%. Group sizes varied between 13 and 14 for each genotype.

Statistics. Data were analyzed by appropriate statistical tests. Two-way ANOVA tests were used to evaluate all behaviors, the AVP-IR and testosterone data. The two factors were gonadal sex (XX, XY−, XX Sry, and XY− Sry) and the behavior (nesting, olfactory preference tests, repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that the type of bedding had a strong effect on investigatory behavior (F(2,1599) = 40.86; p < 0.001). Moreover an interaction, habituation to repeated presentation of the same OVX female and the final trial with the novel females. This habituation to the first female and dishabitation to the novel female was examined by limiting the repeated measures ANOVA to the first and last trials with the original females and the final trial with the novel females. This analysis revealed an effect of trial (F(2,143) = 140.27; p < 0.001) wherein chemoinvestigatory behavior was high on the first trial and significantly reduced on the last trial with the now familiar female (trial 8). When a novel female was substituted, the subjects increased their amount of chemoinvestigation (p < 0.05) (Fig. 2).

Results

Chemoinvestigatory behavior is influenced by gonadal sex

Overall, with respect to investigatory behavior, males and females from the core cross responded differently to soiled bedding but there was no influence of sex chromosome complement. In the olfactory preference tests, repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that the type of bedding had a strong effect on investigatory behavior (F(2,1599) = 40.86; p < 0.001). Moreover an interaction between sex and bedding was observed (F(2,1599) = 6.44; p < 0.002). No effect of sex chromosome complement was noted (F(1,1599) = 1.05). Mice spent more time investigating female-soiled, followed by significantly less time investigating male-soiled, and the least amount of time sniffing clean bedding (p < 0.05) (Table 1, Fig. 1). Gonadal males spent more time investigating female-soiled bedding than any other bedding choice and more time than gonadal females spent investigating any of the three beddings (p < 0.05). When the amount of time that each individual spent investigating female-soiled minus time spent with male-soiled bedding was calculated, there was again a marked effect of sex (F(1,53) = 10.78; p < 0.002) but no effect of sex chromosome complement (F(1,53) = 2.66). Females had no preference for male- versus female-soiled bedding, whereas males preferred female-soiled bedding (p < 0.05).

Social recognition is displayed by mice of all genotypes

All mice, regardless of gonadal sex or sex chromosome complement, habituated to repeated presentation of the same OVX female, and the behavior was reversed by the introduction of a novel OVX female. The only significant factor was trial (F(8,418) = 68.26; p < 0.001). The habituation to the first female and dishabitation to the novel female was examined by limiting the repeated measures ANOVA to the first and last trials with the original females and the final trial with the novel females. This analysis revealed an effect of trial (F(2,143) = 140.27; p < 0.001) wherein chemoinvestigatory behavior was high on the first trial and significantly reduced on the last trial with the now familiar female (trial 8). When a novel female was substituted, the subjects increased their amount of chemoinvestigation (p < 0.05) (Fig. 2).

Table 1. Mean (±SEM) time (s) spent investigating clean, male-soiled, and female-soiled bedding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Clean bedding</th>
<th>Male-soiled bedding</th>
<th>Female-soiled bedding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XX</td>
<td>30 ± 4*</td>
<td>51 ± 7</td>
<td>44 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XY−</td>
<td>39 ± 6*</td>
<td>74 ± 8</td>
<td>74 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX Sry</td>
<td>37 ± 6*</td>
<td>69 ± 8</td>
<td>86 ± 10**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XY− Sry</td>
<td>31 ± 3*</td>
<td>55 ± 7</td>
<td>89 ± 10**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significantly less time investigating clean bedding compared with time spent investigating male- or female-soiled bedding (p < 0.05). **Significantly more time investigating female-soiled bedding compared with time spent investigating clean or male-soiled bedding (p < 0.05).
Aggression is affected by sex chromosome complement

With respect to aggression, in addition to the expected sex differences, there was a marked effect of sex chromosome complement in gonadal females. Aggression latencies were significantly affected by gonadal sex (F(1,156) = 7.18; p < 0.01) and sex chromosomes (F(1,156) = 5.75; p < 0.02), and we noted an interaction between the two variables (F(1,156) = 5.98; p < 0.02). Bonferroni’s planned comparisons showed that over all trials, XX females were slower to become aggressive toward intruders than mice in all other groups (p < 0.05). An effect of trial was evident (F(1,156) = 6.82; p < 0.002) and caused by a gradual reduction in aggression latencies over days, with a significant difference between the first and the final tests (p < 0.05) (Fig. 3). An examination of the proportion of mice that displayed aggression on the first encounter with an intruder (i.e., in trial 1) show that XX females were significantly less likely to become aggressive than XY females, XX-Sry males, or XY-Sry males (χ² = 18.24; p < 0.001) (Fig. 4).

Vasopressin fiber density is influenced by sex chromosome complement

As reported previously for mice from the core cross on an out-bred genetic background (De Vries et al., 2002), fiber densities in the lateral septum were significantly affected by gonadal sex (F(1,126) = 4.32; p < 0.05) and chromosomal sex complement (F(1,126) = 19.35; p < 0.001). No interaction was detected. However, our hypothesis predicted sex chromosome complement effects between mice of the same gonadal sex (XX versus XY and XX-Sry versus XY-Sry). Thus, we used Bonferroni’s planned comparisons to examine these effects. The sex chromosome complement effects were in agreement with the hypothesis; XX females had less AVP-IR than did XY females and, likewise, XX-Sry males had less AVP-IR than XY-Sry males (p < 0.050 (Figs. 5, 6).

Parental behaviors are affected by gonadal sex and sex chromosome complement

With parental behaviors, as with aggression, there was an effect of sex chromosome complement in addition to the expected sex differences. To examine parental behavior, a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was used to assess effects of test order (which also corresponded to gonadal status), sex, and sex chromosomes for each of four independent measures of parental behavior and the composite parental score. There were no effects of trial (and, thus, of experience or gonadal status) for any of the measures. Thus, by using a repeated-measures ANOVA we were able to increase the power of our analysis. However, it should be noted that nearly all the significant effects listed below are noted when the data are subjected to two separate two-way ANOVAs for data
collected from gonad-intact mice or from gonadectomized mice. Also we noted that several of the measures were noncontinuous variables: number of pups retrieved, nest score and paternal score. In these cases, nonparametric tests were also performed.

Discussion

Our data show that sex chromosome complement influences two sexually dimorphic social behaviors: intruder-directed aggression and pup retrieval. This is the first demonstration that sex chromosome genes have an effect on behavior using a model in which sex chromosome complement and gonadal sex are uncoupled. Because we controlled gonadal hormone levels in these mice, group differences in behavior cannot be explained by differences in the levels of gonadal hormones at the time of testing. For both aggression and pup retrieval, significant differences were noted between XX and XY− females (i.e., mice that possessed ovaries) Specifically, the XY− females behaved in a man-

**Figure 7.** These data are averages over two parental behavior trials. Data in A show the latencies (in seconds; mean ± SEM) to retrieve the first pup. In B, the number of pups retrieved (of a total of 3 pups) is presented. *XX females significantly different from all other groups. XX, n = 10; XY−, n = 12; XXSry, n = 11; XY−Sry, n = 11.
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**Figure 5.** Images taken from the lateral septum of four representative mice. Brains were processed for immunocytochemistry with an antibody against vasopressin. The genotypes represented in each panel are XX (A), XY− (B), XXSry (C), and XY−Sry (D). Scale bar: (in A) 200 μm. LV, Lateral ventricle.

**Figure 6.** Mean (±SEM) area (μm²) covered with AVP immunoreactivity in the lateral septum of seven mice from each genotype. *Males had significantly more AVP-IR than did females. **XX individuals had significantly less AVP-IR than XY− mice. p < 0.05.

affected the number of pups retrieved and an interaction between sex and sex chromosomes was present (sex, F(1,84) = 21.53, p < 0.001; sex chromosomes, F(1,84) = 5.76, p < 0.02; interaction, F(1,84) = 9.74, p < 0.003) (Fig. 6). Finally, parental score was significant for both factors and a trend for an interaction was present (sex, F(1,84) = 29.41, p < 0.0001; sex chromosomes, F(1,84) = 4.52, p < 0.04; interaction, F(1,84) = 3.89, p = 0.0550) (Table 2). For all three measures, females performed in a more parental manner (faster to retrieve, retrieving more pups, and higher parental scores) than did males (p < 0.05). In addition, the interactions were attributable to XX females, which were superior on each measure to XY− females and all males (p < 0.05). A sex difference in latency to visit pups was observed with females visiting faster than males (F(1,84) = 5.13; p < 0.04) (Table 2). Nest construction scores were higher in females than in males (F(1,84) = 32.46; p < 0.0001) (Table 2), and latencies to crouch were faster for females than for males (F(1,84) = 4.35; p < 0.04) (Table 2). When tested with or without gonads, more than one-half of all males were infanticidal, whereas few females showed this behavior (Table 2). χ² tests revealed a sex difference in infanticide (χ² = 41.29; p < 0.001). We also analyzed infanticide in the two male genotypes alone and, in this case, no differences were noted.

**Adult concentrations of testosterone are unaffected by sex chromosome complement**

As expected in gonad-intact mice, testosterone concentrations in plasma were sexually dimorphic (F(1,54) = 4.74; p < 0.035); males had higher levels than females. However, there was no contribution of sex chromosome complement, nor was an interaction detected (Table 3).

For both aggression and pup retrieval, significant differences were noted between XX and XY− females (i.e., mice that possessed ovaries) Specifically, the XY− females behaved in a man-

**Figure 6.** Mean (±SEM) area (μm²) covered with AVP immunoreactivity in the lateral septum of seven mice from each genotype. *Males had significantly more AVP-IR than did females. **XX individuals had significantly less AVP-IR than XY− mice. p < 0.05.
ner unlike XX females but similar to males for the following measures: latency to aggression, proportion of mice displaying aggression during the first encounter, latency to retrieve pups, and numbers of pups retrieved. All females (XX and XY) showed similar behavioral responses to conspecific-soiled bedding, and their behavior was significantly different from gonadal males. In addition, the majority of the measures of parental behavior were dimorphic by gonadal sex. Females bearing both sex chromosome complements had faster latencies to visit and crouch over pups, build nests, and they displayed less infantilizing behavior than males of either sex chromosome complement. Thus, sex differences in these behaviors depend on the expression of Sry, in brain and/or testes, whereas the behaviors that differ between XX and XY females are Sry independent.

The effects of sex chromosome complement described here were found in gonadal females, but not in gonadal males. This interaction of non-Sry sex chromosome genes, with Sry itself, requires explanation. One possibility is that the effects of Sry in brain, or in gonad via testicular secretions during development, are dominant such that in the brain, circuits mediating aggression are masculinized (leading to an increase in a trait typical of males) or, in the case of pup-retrieval, defeminized (leading to loss of a trait typical of females), whether or not the sex chromosome complement is XX or XY. In contrast, when testosterone levels are low during development and Sry is not expressed in brain, as is the case in gonadal females, some masculinization or defeminization occurs if the sex chromosome complement is XY rather than XX. Such interactive effects of gonadal hormones, however, must have occurred before adulthood because the groups in the present study did not differ in T levels after gonadectomy in adulthood. The most likely time for these interactive hormonal effects is during the perinatal period.

Classic behavioral genetic studies first hypothesized that genes on the Y chromosome may be responsible for dramatic differences between mouse strains in male/male aggression (Selmanoff et al., 1975; Shrenker and Maxson, 1982; Roubertoux and Carlier, 1988; Roubertoux et al., 1994; Maxson, 1996; Le Roy et al., 1999). Two candidate genes, Srs and Sry, have been suggested as the genetic factor(s) that could explain differences in behavior caused by allelic differences in the Y chromosome. Activity of the Srs enzyme correlates with differences in aggression (Roubertoux and Carlier, 1988; Carlier et al., 1990; Roubertoux et al., 1994; Guillot et al., 1995; Mortaud et al., 1996; Le Roy et al., 1999). This gene is present on the pseudoautosomal region present on both sex chromosomes and, thus, differences in our studies between XX and XY females are unlikely to be attributed to differences in Sts, because two copies of the gene are expressed in both types of females. However, we cannot yet rule out Sts completely because its function may be regulated differently on the Y and X chromosomes, and it could escape from inactivation on the X. The other candidate gene, Sry, is unique to the Y chromosome without a homolog on X and, like Srs, it is expressed in brain (Lahr et al., 1995; Maxson, 1996; Mayer et al., 2000). Again in our study, differences were present between XX and XY females, neither of which had Sry. Thus, neither gene is a likely candidate to explain behavioral differences noted in our experiments. It is important to note that differences in mouse strains, and parameters of the behavioral tests including length of the interaction between residents and intruders, condition of the intruders, and types of aggression measured all differ between our study and earlier reports. Thus, our findings may be limited to the specifics of our testing paradigm.

Our data do not indicate on which sex chromosomes the operational gene(s) is located. The group differences reported here can potentially be explained by the presence or absence of Y chromosome gene(s) (other than Sry), one versus two copies of X chromosome gene(s) (presumably that escapes X inactivation) or differences in parental imprinting, because XX but not XY animals have a paternal imprint on X genes. Recent studies of XY mice have identified an X dosage effect on fear reactivity (Isles et al., 2004) and an X imprinting effect on a cognitive behavioral measure (Davies et al., 2005), the latter substantiating an earlier suggestion made on the basis of studies of women with Turner syndrome (Skuse et al., 1997). Several X and Y chromosome genes are expressed in mouse and human brain (Xu et al., 2002; Dewing et al., 2003; Vawter et al., 2004) and a cluster of genes on the maternal X are imprinted (Davies et al., 2005; Raesfski and O’Neill, 2005), making these prime candidates for the behavioral effects we report.

Previous experiments have used a genetic approach to test the hypothesis that sex chromosome genes have effects on behavior. In one study, parental behavior toward pups was assessed in XX-Sxr male mice (mice have two X chromosomes and a large segment of the Y chromosome including Sry attached to one X), XX females, and “XY” male littermates. Important here was the finding that the XXSxr males exhibited more pup retrieval and less infanticide than the “XY” males (Reisert et al., 2002). This contrasts with our finding that XXSxr males did not differ from XY Sry males. However, several factors differed between the two studies, including the use of gonad-intact versus gonadectomized mice, the testing paradigm, and genetic complications that arise from the use of the Sxr mice (Burgoyne, 1989). Two other studies asked if sex chromosome complement affects cognitive behavior. One study used the C57BL/6Jei-YPcs strain to compare spatial abilities of XX and XY females in a Morris water-maze test; the YY females were significantly faster to escape on 2 of the 5 days compared with XX females (Stanezner et al., 2000). A mouse model for Klinefelter’s syndrome (XXY) has recently been developed.

---

**Table 2. Measures of parental behavior and infanticide**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Parental score</th>
<th>Nest score</th>
<th>Latency to crouch over pups (s)</th>
<th>Latency to visit pups (s)</th>
<th>Number of trials that included infanticide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XX (20)</td>
<td>4.6 ± 0.6***</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>733 ± 56</td>
<td>10 ± 2</td>
<td>1 of 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XY* (23)</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>798 ± 46</td>
<td>13 ± 2</td>
<td>1 of 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXsry (20)</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.1*</td>
<td>842 ± 42</td>
<td>20 ± 8</td>
<td>12 of 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XY* sry (21)</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.1*</td>
<td>900 ± 0</td>
<td>27 ± 7</td>
<td>17 of 21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because there was no trial effect data from both trials (first with and next without gonads) were averaged. The numbers (in parentheses next to genotype) refers to the number of test trials conducted on animals of each genotype. *Sex difference. **XX different from all other genotypes, p < 0.05.

**Table 3. Testosterone concentrations in plasma of gonad intact adult mice**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Gonads</th>
<th>Testosterone (ng/ml)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XX (14)</td>
<td>Ovaries</td>
<td>0.46 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XY* (13)</td>
<td>Ovaries</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXsry (13)</td>
<td>Testes</td>
<td>1.37 ± 0.41*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XY* sry (14)</td>
<td>Testes</td>
<td>1.40 ± 0.37*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means ± SEM. Values listed in parentheses next to genotypes are the numbers per group. *Sex difference, p < 0.05.
and tested for cognitive ability in a pavlovian learning task (Lue et al., 2005); XXY males mastered the task more slowly than did XY control males. In both experiments, the mice were gonad-intact at the time of testing and in both models, animals of the same gonadal sex are known to have different concentrations of steroid hormones during both development and adulthood (Taketo et al., 1991; Lue et al., 2005), which confounds the interpretation of these data.

Using the same genetic cross used here but on a random bred MFl background, we documented effects of gonadal sex on social preferences and masculine sexual behavior, but no effects of sex chromosome complement were found (De Vries et al., 2002). Here, we replicated the sex differences in social preferences using a different testing paradigm. The social recognition test, along with the olfactory preference tests, demonstrates that mice of all genotypes in the core cross are able to discriminate males from females and familiar from unfamiliar individuals. Here, we replicate the earlier observation of consistent difference in vasopressin-containing fibers in the lateral septum between XX and XY− females, and between XXSry and XY− Sry males, with an XY− sex chromosome complement correlated with denser vasopressin fibers in the lateral septum. Our data extend this observation to a second mouse background strain, C57BL/6J. Both of the behaviors that differ in XX and XY− females in the present study are influenced by vasopressin in rodents (Compaan et al., 1993; Wang et al., 1998; Bester-Meridith et al., 1999; Wersinger et al., 2002) and sex differences in AVP in males and females are correlated with these behavioral differences (Wang et al., 1998; Arnold et al., 2003). These observations make AVP a possible intermediate target because it is not expressed on a sex chromosome but may be influenced by sex chromosome genes.

In our study, at the time behaviors were assessed and brains were collected for immunocytochemistry, mice had equivalent gonadal hormone levels. One exception was the first test of parental behavior, when the mice were gonadally intact. The results in gonadal-intact mice did not differ significantly from those found several weeks later after the mice had all been gonadectomized, as reported previously (Svare et al., 1977; Svare and Mann, 1981). Moreover, T concentrations in plasma of gonad-intact mice were sexually dimorphic (females have lower testosterone levels than males) but not different in the two groups of females, or between the two groups of males. This pattern (no XX versus XY− difference, but a sex difference), with respect to T concentrations, has also been reported in this cross on another inbred (SJL) background (Palasynski et al., 2005). Ovary intact XX and XY− females undoubtedly have differences in hormone levels because XX− females have severe oocyte depletion resulting in subfertility or sterility (Mahadevaiah et al., 1993). Although we have not controlled for any differences between XX and XY mice of the same gonadal sex in levels of gonadal hormones before gonadectomy, they do not differ on numerous other measures of sexual characters that would be influenced by global differences in gonadal hormones during development (De Vries et al., 2002; Markham et al., 2003; Wagner et al., 2004; Palasynski et al., 2005).

Within human populations, mutations of X-linked genes affect mental capacity; in the extreme form are conditions like fragile-X, and milder cases may involve autism (Petit et al., 1996; Thomas et al., 1999; Jamain et al., 2003; Kau et al., 2004; Kaufmann et al., 2004). In humans, sex differences in both parental nurturing behavior and aggression are widely acknowledged, as well as individual variation in same-sex populations. Our data suggest that genetic variability on the sex chromosomes is worth investigating in normal and in clinical populations.
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